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Two-Level Attention Network With Multi-Grain
Ranking Loss for Vehicle Re-Identification
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Abstract— Vehicle re-identification (re-ID) aims to identify the
same vehicle across multiple non-overlapping cameras, which is
rather a challenging task. On the one hand, subtle changes in
viewpoint and illumination condition can make the same vehicle
look much different. On the other hand, different vehicles, even
different vehicle models, may look quite similar. In this paper,
we propose a novel Two-level Attention network supervised by
a Multi-grain Ranking loss (TAMR) to learn an efficient feature
embedding for the vehicle re-ID task. The two-level attention
network consisting of hard part-level attention and soft pixel-
level attention can adaptively extract discriminative features from
the visual appearance of vehicles. The former one is designed to
localize the salient vehicle parts, such as windscreen and car
head. The latter one gives an additional attention refinement
at pixel level to focus on the distinctive characteristics within
each part. In addition, we present a multi-grain ranking loss to
further enhance the discriminative ability of learned features.
We creatively take the multi-grain relationship between vehicles
into consideration. Thus, not only the discrimination between
different vehicles but also the distinction between different vehicle
models is constrained. Finally, the proposed network can learn
a feature space, where both intra-class compactness and inter-
class discrimination are well guaranteed. Extensive experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach and we achieve
state-of-the-art results on two challenging datasets, including
VehicleID and Vehicle-1M.

Index Terms— Two-level attention network, multi-grain rank-
ing loss, vehicle re-identification, feature embedding.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development and popularization of pub-
lic security systems, there is an explosive growing

requirement for vehicle re-identification (re-ID). Given a probe
vehicle image, vehicle re-ID aims to find out all the images
containing the same vehicle across multiple non-overlapping
cameras. As a unique ID of each vehicle, license plate can be
used to identify vehicles on intuition. However, license plate
recognition is too sensitive and may be unreliable under the
conditions of poor illumination, low resolution, or non-frontal
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Fig. 1. The complex intra-class and inter-class variation for vehicle re-ID.
In each group, the top two images belong to different vehicles but the same
model. The left two belong to the same vehicle but captured under different
viewpoint or illumination condition. The right two belong to different models
but have similar appearances. The differences between them mainly lie in two
parts: windscreen part and car-head part.

camera view. Even worse, license plate may be removed,
altered or faked in some practical situations. Therefore, vehicle
re-ID by visual appearance has great practical value and is
receiving more and more attention.

Compared with a similar topic called person re-ID [1]–[8]
which has been deep explored for years, vehicle re-ID is a
more challenging task and has just been studied for a very
short time. Figure 1 reveals the main obstacles in vehicle re-
ID task. For one thing, the same vehicle may have dramatically
different appearance due to viewpoint change and illumination
variation. While different vehicles may look quite similar,
especially when they belong to the same vehicle model and
share the same color. The large intra-class difference and
the tiny inter-class discrepancy make this matching problem
unsatisfactorily addressed by existing methods.

Since Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) have
demonstrated its great discriminative power in many challeng-
ing vision tasks, researchers have proposed several DCNN-
based vehicle re-ID methods to develop an efficient global
feature representation for each vehicle [9]–[11], or learn a
distance metric to pull matched image pairs closer and mis-
matched ones far away [12]–[15]. However, both of these two
strategies are flawed in some aspects. Firstly, although DCNN
has the ability to learn global semantic features from the whole
vehicle image, it still fails to focus on some small but discrim-
inative regions, such as inspection marks on windscreen and
personalized decorations inside, which can be vital important
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Fig. 2. An overview of our TAMR structure. The proposed model consists of three branches: the trunk branch to learn a global feature representation and two
salient part branches with spatial transformer network to separately localize on windscreen and car-head parts for hard part-level attention. Residual attention
modules are inserted into all the three branches to realize soft pixel-level attention. Finally, global vehicle body features and salient vehicle part features are
fused to learn a comprehensive and efficient feature representation with the supervision of multi-grain ranking loss for vehicle re-ID task.

to identify a vehicle. Learning from entire vehicle image is
to blame for this question because it may lead DCNN to
focus on global vehicle shape information but miss the local
discriminative characteristics. Additionally, the metric learning
methods, which utilize distance metric loss (e.g., contrastive
loss and triplet loss) rather than cross-entropy loss, aim to
learn a deep feature embedding space where the distance
between images from the same vehicle is smaller than that
from different vehicles. However, all the images in mismatched
pairs are treated equally in existing approaches, which ignore
the hierarchical multi-grain relationships between vehicles.
Concretely, since images from different vehicle models def-
initely do not belong to the same vehicle, it will be quite
effective to take this multi-grain relationship into consideration
to obtain a correct ranking order for vehicle re-ID.

To address the above issues, we propose a Two-level
Attention network supervised by a Multi-grain Ranking
loss (TAMR) to learn a discriminative feature embedding for
vehicle re-ID task. To solve the first problem, we simulate
the visual attention mechanism of humans and formulate a
novel idea of two-level attention network, whose structure is
shown in Fig. 2. The proposed two-level attention network
involves hard part-level attention and soft pixel-level attention
and can progressively focus on subtle but discriminative local
details in the visual appearance of vehicles. Firstly, since
the discriminative characteristics between vehicles mainly lie
in the windscreen and car-head parts as shown in Fig. 1,
we design part-level attention to localize the salient vehicle
parts by adopting Spatial Transformer Network (STN) [16]
in the two part branches. As original STN is proposed to
learn image transformation, we formulate three prior knowl-
edge constraints on the learned transformation parameters
to automatically localize on windscreen and car-head parts,
thus giving a preliminary attention region over the entire

vehicle image. Furthermore, considering that there are some
tiny details that deserve more attention within each salient part,
such as inspection marks and decorations in the windscreen
part and use traces in the car-head part, we construct the soft
pixel-level attention to give an additional attention refinement.
We realize this through inserting multiple Residual Attention
Modules [17] in each branch of the network. By providing
saliency weighting for pixels in each part, residual attention
modules can enhance discriminative pixels as well as inhibit
noisy ones.

To solve the second problem, we propose a Multi-Grain
Ranking loss (MGR) to learn a structured deep feature embed-
ding for vehicle re-ID. We embed the hierarchical multi-
grain relationship between vehicles into the supervision loss
function and extend the typical single-grain ranking loss to the
multi-grain ranking loss. As shown in Fig. 3, the structured
feature embedding can pull images of the identical vehi-
cle together compactly and discriminate images of different
vehicles hierarchically. Then the Euclidean distance between
vehicle representations in the embedding space can directly
reflect the semantic similarity of vehicle images. Specifi-
cally, there are four loss terms in MGR. Firstly, we design
a coarse-grained ranking loss, which aims to enhance the
discrimination between different vehicle models by enforcing
distance between vehicles under the same vehicle model to
be smaller than the distance between different models. For
further refinement, fine-grained ranking loss is constructed to
isolate images of the same vehicle from those different ones
by a distance margin, which can reduce the large variation
between the same vehicle and eliminate the high similarity
between different vehicles within the same model in the feature
space. Additionally, to further restrain the variation within the
same vehicle, we present a pairwise loss to pull images of
the same vehicle as close as possible, even mapping to the
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the structured deep feature embedding for vehicle re-ID.
In the input image space, vehicle “V1” and “V2” which both belong to model
“A” are hard to distinguish. Even different vehicle models “A” and “B” are
confusing. While the structured feature embedding can cluster images from
the same vehicle compactly and enhance the discrimination between different
vehicles as well as different vehicle models.

same point ideally. The last but not the least, we add an
extra vehicle ID classification loss, which can further enlarge
the distance between different vehicles and speed up the
network convergence. By combining the above four loss terms,
the MGR loss will guide our network to learn a structured
feature embedding in a coarse-to-fine manner.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1) A novel Two-Level Attention Network is proposed to
first automatically localize on salient vehicle parts and
further focus on detailed pixels with discriminative
visual cues progressively, simulating the visual attention
mechanism of humans.

2) A Multi-Grain Ranking loss is designed to learn a
structured deep feature embedding in a coarse-to-fine
manner by taking hierarchical multi-grain relationships
between vehicle images into sufficient consideration.

3) We achieve the state-of-the-art results on the two chal-
lenging datasets, e.g., a Rank-1 accuracy of 66.02%,
62.90%, 59.69% on three test sets of VehicleID and
95.95%, 94.27%, 92.91% on that of Vehicle-1M.

A preliminary conference version of this paper can be
referred to [18]. Compared to [18], this research makes addi-
tional contributions as follows: (a) We design a novel Two-
Level Attention Network, which consists of hard part-level
attention to localize discriminative windscreen and car-head
parts, and soft pixel-level attention to give saliency weighting
for pixels within each part. (b) We update the coarse-to-fine
ranking loss to multi-grain ranking loss by changing vehicle
model classification loss term to vehicle ID classification loss
term, leading to a further improvement in performance. (c) We
perform extensive ablation studies on the public VehicleID and
Vehicle-1M datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of each
component of the proposed method. More extra comparison
experiments and theoretical analyses are also added to validate
the superiority of our method over a variety of state-of-the-art
vehicle re-ID approaches.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Vehicle Re-ID

Derived from person re-ID, vehicle re-ID has gained
increasing attention in recent years, but the performance is

still far from satisfactory. As one of the first researchers to
study vision-based vehicle re-ID, Zapletal and Herout [9]
solve the task by a linear regressor with color histograms
and histograms of oriented gradients. However, both the hand-
crafted features and the linear model are not discriminative
enough. Liu et al. [10] evaluate hand-crafted features like
SIFT and Color Name as well as deep features extracted from
CNN models for vehicle re-ID. They demonstrate that deep
features are more discriminative than hand-crafted features.
But the CNN model they use for feature extraction is trained
for vehicle model classification, which is not refined enough
and thus unfit for vehicle re-ID task. Later on, Liu et al. [11]
propose a progressive vehicle re-ID method called “PROVID”,
which also adopts a coarse-to-fine search in the feature space.
However, the fine-grained feature they design is the license
plate information, which has congenital defect and needs extra
recognization model.

Apart from identifying vehicles based on the visual appear-
ance, many methods attempt to exploit spatial and temporal
information of vehicle images to improve vehicle re-ID per-
formance. PROVID adopts the spatio-temporal properties to
re-rank the vehicles by a simple from-near-to-distant princi-
ple. Shen et al. [19] adopt chain Markov Random Fields to
generate visual-spatio-temporal path proposals for each pair
of vehicle images. Thus removing the disturbing images that
locate on an impossible position. Wang et al. [20] exploit the
most likely delay time between cameras to realize the spatial
temporal regularization for vehicle re-ID. However, these
methods need extra complex spatio-temporal label, which adds
the complexity of their models and limits their application
considerably.

Besides, some researchers have designed a series of metric
losses for deep feature embedding to achieve higher per-
formance. Liu et al. [12] present a deep relative distance
learning method (DRDL) for vehicle re-ID. They exploit a
coupled clusters loss to separate images of different vehicles
from those of the same vehicle by a distance margin. Yuan
et al. [13] ensemble a set of DCNN models with different
complexities in a cascaded manner to mine hard vehicle
samples adaptively under the supervision of contrastive loss.
Xu et al. [15] present a novel repression network to get benefit
from jointly adopting attribution classification loss and triple
loss. The common drawbacks for the above methods are that
they all treat mismatched vehicle pairs equally and neglect the
hierarchical multi-grain relationships between them, which we
believe is quite important for vehicle re-ID. The most similar
to our MGR loss is Yan et al. [14] which introduces Multi-
Grain based List Ranking to get a permutation of a multi-
grain list. They utilize the hierarchical information between
vehicle images by pulling different grain images to different
positions of the permutation. The biggest difference between
us is that we explicitly constrain the discrimination between
different vehicles as well as different models while [14] in a
list ranking way, which indicate the learning process in our
approach may be more robust.

Additionally, with the popular application of Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (GAN) in person re-ID, some
researchers adopt GAN in vehicle re-ID task. Zhou and
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Shao [21] first conduct a cross-view GAN to create the most
likely image of other viewpoints to address the viewpoint
variation problem. And they later add viewpoint-aware atten-
tion in [22]. However, the performance improvement brought
by GAN is relatively limited while the complexity increases
considerably.

B. Attention Mechanism

Recently, a ocean of attempts have been made to
develop efficient attention deep learning models in many
vision tasks, including image classification [17], [23], action
recognition [24], re-identification [22], [25], [26] and fine-
grained image recognition [27], [28]. The common strategy
of these methods is to incorporate a hard part selection sub-
network or soft mask branch into the deep networks. For
example, Zhao et al. [26] design a part-localization CNN
network for predicting informative regions and subsequently
exploit these part features for person re-ID. Li et al. [25]
exploit STN as hard attention model for latent part localization
with pre-defined spatial constraint. However, these models
only adopt hard part-level attention and fail to consider the
noisy information that should be inhibited and discriminative
characteristic that should be enhanced within selected parts at
the pixel level. Complementarily, the soft pixel-level attention
can suppress noisy pixels as well as enhance discriminative
ones. Wang et al. [17] adopt residual learning [29] to conduct
their Residual Attention Module for stably soft mask learning
and obtain a remarkable performance for image classification.
However, soft pixel-level attention alone just bring tiny benefit
for vehicle re-ID task. If without hard part-level attention to
give a preliminary localization, soft pixel-level attention can
only enhance some global information such as vehicle shape
rather than local identity details like inspection marks and
personalized decorations. Therefore, we propose a two-level
attention network in this paper to formulate a joint learning
scheme for modeling both hard and soft attention in a single
re-ID deep model.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper, we propose a Two-level Attention network
with Multi-grain Ranking loss (TAMR) to learn efficient
feature embedding for vehicle re-ID. The overall framework
of our proposed method is shown in Fig 2. Given as input
a vehicle image, two salient part branches with STN will
automatically localize on the windscreen and car-head parts,
giving a preliminary hard part-level attention. While the trunk
branch network will extract features from the global image.
Additionally, two consecutive residual attention modules are
inserted into each branch of the network to achieve soft pixel-
level attention. Hard part-level attention and soft pixel-level
attention make up our two-level attention structure. Finally,
the network is supervised by elaborately designed Multi-Grain
Ranking loss (MGR) to learn a structured feature embedding
for vehicle re-ID. Below we will describe these components
in detail.

A. Hard Part-Level Attention

Vehicle parts but not global appearance are of vital impor-
tance for vehicle re-ID task. Because vehicles from the
same model can share the same global shape in appearance.
While they may differ greatly in some small regions such as
inspection marks, decorations, and traces of use. Furthermore,
these discriminative local details mainly lie in two parts of
vehicle body as Fig. 1 illustrates, including windscreen part,
which involve the inspection marks and decorations, and car-
head part, which may contain some subtle traces of use and
collisions.

Some existing works [4], [8], [30] in person re-ID have
explored rigid body parts to learn robust features. However,
due to the unsatisfying detection algorithms and large view-
point shift, the method of using rigid vehicle parts for salient
feature parts learning is not the optimal solution. In spirit
of learning and localizing salient vehicle parts automatically,
we adopt STN with prior knowledge constraints in our net-
work.

STN [16] is first proposed to explicitly learn image trans-
formations, such as cropping and rotation. It is a fully self-
contained module and can be easily inserted into existing
convolutional neural networks. Without any explicit region
annotations, it can learn to crop, translate, scale and rotate a
salient local part. STN contains three components, the local-
ization network to predict transformation parameters, the grid
generator to get the mapping grid between input and output
images, and image sampling unit to obtain the value of each
pixel in the output image. In this paper, bilinear interpolation
kernel is adopted to complete the image sampling. And four
transformation parameters θ = [sx , tx , sy, ty] are used, where
sx and tx are the horizontal scaling and translation parameters,
and sy and ty are the vertical scaling and translation para-
meters. Only four parameters are used because scaling and
translation transformations are enough to crop salient vehicle
parts and generate hard part-level attention effectively. The
image width and height are normalized in the range of [−1, 1].
The transformation can be denoted as:

(
xin

i

yin
i

)
=

[
sx 0 tx

0 sy ty

] ⎛
⎝xout

i
yout

i
1

⎞
⎠ (1)

where xin and yin are the input image coordinates, xout and
yout are the output part image coordinates, and i indexes the
particular pixel in the output vehicle part image.

We design two salient part branches with STN in our
network to independently localize on the windscreen part
and car-head part. To save the computing cost, we only
use two convolutional layers followed by pooling and relu
layer to extract image features for the spatial localization
network. Then we learn the transformation parameters θ with
a 4-dimension FC layer. The grid generator will crop the
learned vehicle parts based on the transformation parameters
and resize the part region to original size, which is 224 × 224
in our implementation.

For the original part localization network, it is hard to learn
two groups of parameters for precise part prediction. First,
the STN of two branches usually fall into the same region
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if without any limitation. Li et al. [25] integrate position
constraint into the part localization net to separate three pre-
dicted person parts. However, there are two more challenges
if we utilize STN in vehicle re-ID task: (1) STN is more
inclined to predict a region with a similar shape of global
body. In [25], they ignore this issue thus causing large overlaps
between predicted parts in the vertical direction. In vehicle
images, the windscreen and car-head parts have the opposite
aspect ratio in width and height compared with the vehicle
body, which results in even terrible local part prediction.
(2) STN tends to predict a larger area, which bring about lots
of background information and much overlap between pre-
dicted parts. In work [25], their predicted parts almost reach
the image width boundary with much background and overlap.
Different from rectangle person images (e. g. 160×64), vehicle
images have nearly the same height and width (e. g. 224×224).
If we do not control the area, the predicted part may cover the
entire picture. To solve these three problems, we add three
prior knowledge constraints on the learned transformation
parameters in localization network.

The first constraint is designed to separate the two predicted
regions. We expect each part to be near the prior center
point, so that the learned parts share no area and would be
complementary to each other. We name this center constraint,
which can be formulated as:

Lcen = 1

2
max {0, (tx − Cx )

2 + (ty − Cy)
2 − α} (2)

where (Cx , Cy) is the prior center point coordinate for each
part. α is the threshold to control the distance between prior
and estimated center point. In our experiments, we set the
windscreen center point to (0, 0.3) and car-head center point
to (0,−0.4), according to the average value of our detection
algorithm [31]. The threshold α is fixed to 0.1.

The second one is aspect ratio constraint. We want the
predicted region to be a rectangle with a similar aspect ratio of
windscreen and car-head but not vehicle body. This is termed
as aspect ratio constraint, which is formalized as follows:

Lrat io = 1

2
max {0,

(
sx

sy
− r

)2

− β} (3)

where r is the prior ratio of width and height and we set it to
2.4 and 2 for windscreen part and car-head part respectively.
The threshold β is set to 0.1 for all experiments.

The last constraint is for the area limitation. We hope the
predicted parts are tight enough to reduce the redundancy and
noise area. This is named area constraint, which is formalized
as follows:

Larea = max {0, |sx ∗ sy − S| − γ } (4)

where S is the normalized prior area which ranges in [0, 1].
γ is the area threshold. In this paper, S is set to 0.2 and 0.3
for windscreen and car-head parts respectively. γ is set to 0.1
for both parts.

There are another two general loss functions which original
STN does have. One is inner loss to protect the output from
exceeding the input image. The other is positive loss to avoid

reversing vertically or horizontally or both. They are separately
formalized as follows:

Lin = 1

2
max {0, ‖sx ± tx‖2 − δ}

+ 1

2
max {0,

∥∥sy ± ty
∥∥2 − δ} (5)

L pos = max {0, μ − sx} + max {0, μ − sy} (6)

where δ is the boundary parameter and is set to 1.0. μ is
positive threshold and is set to 0.1 in our experiment.

Finally the loss we design for the transformation parameters
in the part localization network can be described as follows:

Lloc = Lcen + ξ1 Lrat io + ξ2 Larea + ξ3 Lin + ξ4 L pos (7)

where ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 and ξ4 are normalized hyperparameters. They
are all fixed to 1.0 in this paper.

B. Soft Pixel-Level Attention

STN can automatically focus on informative regions but
treat pixels within salient parts equally. However, some dis-
criminative pixels, such as inspection marks and personalized
decorations, should be highly enhanced. While some non-
discriminative or even noisy pixels should be ignored during
the forward propagation. Therefore, we should treat different
pixels differently for further attention refinement. In this end,
we integrate soft attention module in each branch of the net-
work to achieve pixel-wise attention. These two level attention
are not mutually exclusive but complementary. Hard part-level
attention gives a preliminary informative part roughly and
reduce the burden of exact pixel reinforcement. Soft pixel-level
attention can enhance discriminative pixels as well as suppress
noisy ones within predicted parts and bring an improvement
on performance.

In addition, we prefer the main body of the proposed
network to be constructed by stacking multiple attention
modules instead of single one, which has two advantages:
(1) A single attention module can only produce soft-mask for
feature map once. If the learned mask fails on some pixels
of the image, the following network does not have a second
chance to recorrect it. (2) Different network layers may extract
different types of features, which may lie in different positions
of the image. In this case, features from different layers should
be modeled by different attention masks to get the optimal
solution.

However, simply stacking general attention modules will
lead to a drop in precision. Mainly because after several
dot production with weighting mask, which ranges from zero
to one, the value of features in deep layers will degrade
significantly.

Therefore, we adopt Residual Attention Module [17] in our
network which integrates attention residual learning to avoid
these problems. It gets ideas from residual learning [29] and
construct soft mask unit as identical mapping, which is defined
as follows:

Hi,c(x) = (1 + Mi,c(x)) ∗ Fi,c(x) (8)

where i ranges over all spatial positions and c is the index of
image channels. Soft mask Mi,c(x) is produced by a sigmoid
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function and ranges between [0, 1]. Fi,c(x) is the feature map
before mask and Hi,c(x) is the feature map after mask. This
unit works as feature selectors which enhance good features
and suppress noisy ones at the same time. Compared to general
attention formula Hi,c(x) = Mi,c(x) ∗ Fi,c(x), soft mask unit
is constructed as identical mapping, which introduces inertia
mechanism and reduces the response to bad disturbances.
Besides, the identical mapping guarantee its performance will
be no worse than original no-attention network.

In our design, soft mask branch is constructed by q residual
units followed with a sigmoid function. Although we do not
use bottom-up top-down feedforward structure as [17] in order
to save computing memory, we get obvious improvement on
final performance for vehicle re-ID. The main branch is also
made up of t residual units. And there are n pre-processing
residual units before network splitting into main branch and
mask branch in each residual attention module. The structure is
illustrated in Fig. 2 and we set q, t, n to 1 in our experiments.

C. Structured Deep Feature Embedding

As for the design of objective loss for deep feature embed-
ding, we improve our preliminary Coarse-to-Fine Ranking loss
(C2F-Rank) [18] by changing vehicle model classification loss
term to vehicle ID classification loss term. We rename it as
Multi-Grain Ranking loss (MGR). MGR loss function contains
four loss terms in different grains and is more reasonable and
discriminative than its former.

Let {(xi , vi , mi )}N
i=1 be the set of training samples in a

mini-batch, where N denotes the size of a mini-batch, v and
m are the vehicle ID and vehicle model label of index i .
Suppose there are totally V vehicles and M vehicle models,
thus vi ∈ [1, V ] and mi ∈ [1, M]. For a image pair (xi , x j ),
if vi = v j , there must be mi = m j ; if mi �= m j , there must
be vi �= v j . We separate all the image pairs into three sets
P , Nv and Nm to contain all different grained relationships:
P = {(xi , x j )|vi = v j } contains the image pairs of the
identical vehicle, Nv = {(xi , x j )|vi �= v j , mi = m j } includes
the image pairs from different vehicles but the same vehicle
model, Nm = {(xi , x j )|mi �= m j } means the set of image pairs
comes from different vehicle models. Additionally, we define
distance D(i, j) = ∥∥ f (xi ; W ) − f (x j ; W )

∥∥2
2 to reflect the

similarity of image pair (xi , x j ) in an Euclidean space and
we normalize ‖ f (x)‖2 = 1. Our Multi-Grain Ranking loss
consists of four loss terms and can be formulated as:

L MG R = Rc + ε1 R f + ε2 P + ε3C (9)

where ε1, ε2 and ε3 are hyperparameters to balance the four
loss terms and are all set to 1 in our experiments. Rc, R f , P
and C stand for the four loss terms:

Coarse-grained ranking loss term. To enhance the dis-
crimination between vehicles from different vehicle models,
we first design a coarse-grained ranking loss, which is for-
malized as follows:

Rc = 1

Zc

N∑
i=1

∑
(i, j )∈Nv

∑
(i,k)∈Nm

max{0, D(i, j) − D(i, k) + Mc}

(10)

where Zc is the normalization factor and Mc is the threshold
distance. We hope this term can enforce the distance between
the image pair from the same vehicle model, i.e. (xi , x j ) to
be smaller than the one from different vehicle models, i.e.
(xi , xk) by a value of Mc at least. As for the choice of image
pair, in spirit of pulling vehicles from different models apart as
far as possible, we adaptively select K1 marginal samples xk ,
which are the nearest images from different models in a mini-
batch. K1 can be changed with the value of N and usually
K1 > 1. We set K1 = 10 in our experiments.

Fine-grained ranking loss term. Additionally, we propose
a fine-grain ranking loss to enhance the discrimination between
images from different vehicles within the same vehicle model,
which is formalized as:

R f = 1

Z f

N∑
i=1

∑
(i,l)∈P

∑
(i, j )∈Nv

max{0, D(i, l) − D(i, j) + M f }

(11)

where Z f is the normalization factor and M f is the distance
margin to separate the image pair of the same vehicle, i.e.
(xi , xl), from the one from different vehicles within the same
model, i.e. (xi , x j ). Similarly, we select K2 marginal samples
x j which are the nearest images sharing the same model
but belonging to different vehicles. K2 is set to 3 in our
experiments.

Pairwise loss term. For further refinement, pairwise loss
term is added to pull images of the same vehicle as close as
possible, which is formulated as:

P = 1

Zp

N∑
i=1

∑
(i, j )∈P

D(i, l) (12)

where Zp is the normalization factor. This loss can enhance the
intra-class compactness, mapping images of the same vehicle
in the feature space as near as possible, even the same point
ideally.

Classification loss term. Last but not least, we add an extra
vehicle identification classification loss to further enlarge the
distance between different vehicles and speed up the network
convergence. We implement this with cross-entropy loss:

C = 1

N

N∑
i=1

− log pvi (13)

where vi is the true identification label of input image xi

and pvi is the predicted probability of image xi belonging
to vehicle vi .

Combining the four loss terms, MGR loss can develop a
structured deep feature space, in which the distance between
different types of image pairs are hierarchical. Specifically,
distance between image pairs from P gets the smallest distance
grain. Image pairs from Nv get the middle distance grain. And
the farthest distance exists in vehicles from Nm , as shown
in Fig. 3. Experimental results demonstrate that MGR loss
can efficiently eliminate the problem of intra-class difference
and inter-class similarity.
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Fig. 4. CMC curve of ablation study on medium and large test sets of vehicleID and vehicle-1m.

Fig. 5. Feature fusion method in test phase. Both part features and global
features are 512-dimension. Finally we get a 1024-dimension representation
for each picture.

D. Feature Fusion

There are three branches in our network: one trunk branch
to extract features of global vehicle body and two salient part
branches to learn vehicle part features. Finally, they are fused
in a unified framework for an end-to-end learning. For global
vehicle body representation, a global average pooling after
residual attention module will get a 512-dimension feature
embedding. But for salient part representation, considering
the smaller area of each part, it is reasonable that features
from two part branches together have the same dimension with
global vehicle body representation. Thus we use Network-in-
Network (NIN) [32] to halve the feature embedding dimension
after concatenating two salient part features. This method aims
to learn a unified local feature representation from both wind-
screen and car-head parts, trying to find some complementary
information between them, which may remove some redun-
dant information and strengthen some discriminative features.
In test phase, salient part features and global body features are
concatenated to form a final 1024-dimension representation for
vehicle re-ID. In train phase, they are followed with two pairs
of loss functions separately. Figure 5 illustrates the feature
fusion method in test phase.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first perform ablation studies on challeng-
ing datasets Vehicle-1M [18] and VehicleID [12] to validate
the benefit of each component of TAMR both quantitatively
and qualitatively. Then we list the comparisons with a variety
of state-of-the-art vehicle re-ID methods to demonstrate the
superiority of TAMR.

A. Implementation Details

Our model is implemented based on Caffe [33]. In each
mini-batch, MGR loss requires every vehicle models con-
tain three vehicles and each vehicle contains two images.

Therefore, the size of mini-batch must be a multiple of 6
and it is necessary to screen over the datasets before using
to meet the requirement of MGR. With a larger mini-batch,
MGR loss can obtain more hard image pairs, which will
benefit the optimization of our model. Therefore, the mini-
batch size is set as large as the GPU memory allows in
our experiments. For ResNet18 with MGR loss, mini-batch
size is set to 120. But for two-level attention network with
MGR loss, it can only be 24 due to the adding of extra
modules. However, the performance has improved as the mini-
batch size decreases, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
the proposed network from the side. We use the detection
algorithm proposed in [31] to detect the windscreen and car-
head part to obtain the prior knowledge parameters. We only
label 300 vehicle images to train our detection model with data
augmentation. Then we used the model to detect windscreen
and car-head part on both training sets of VehicleID and
Vehicle-1M. The average value of center point, aspect ratio
and area proportion are then utilized as the prior knowledge
for the salient part localization. We start with a base learning
rate of 0.01 and multiply by 0.6 after every 10 epochs until
the loss no longer falls. It should be noted that the learning
rate of part localization network is 0.001 of that in feature
learning network to avoid overfitting. We empirically use a
momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 2 × 10−4. Besides,
we resize the image to 224 × 224, subtract the mean value on
each channel, and normalize image pixels with scale 1.0/256
for our network training.

B. Datasets and Evaluation Protocol

Datasets. We choose the two largest vehicle datasets in our
experiments:

Vehicle-1M: This dataset is collected in the preliminary
work [18], which consists of a training set with 844571 images
of 50000 vehicles and a testing set with 91480 images
of 5527 vehicles. It is the biggest vehicle re-ID dataset up to
now. All the images are annotated with vehicle ID and vehicle
model labels and all of them meet the requirement of MGR
loss. To test the scalability, the testing set is separated to small,
medium and large test sets with 1000, 2000 and 3000 vehicles
respectively.

VehicleID: This dataset contains 110178 images
of 13134 vehicles for training. All of the images are
labeled with vehicle ID. But not all the images are labeled
with vehicle model. Besides, a number of images do not
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TABLE I

DETAILED RESULTS OF ABLATION STUDY ON VEHICLEID AND VEHICLE-1M. COMPONENTS MARKED WITH “�” ARE USED IN EACH MODEL.
“VARIANT 1” IS THE MODEL WITH PRE-DEFINED RIGID PARTS AND “VARIANT 2” IS THE MODEL WITHOUT PRIOR KNOWLEDGE CONSTRAINTS

achieve the requirement of MGR loss. After filtering, there
are 90054 images of 10293 vehicles remaining. The testing
set contains 111585 images of 13133 vehicles. Three subsets
are extracted from the testing set with 800, 1600, and
2400 vehicles, respectively.

Evaluation Protocol. Following general evaluation proto-
cols in each dataset, we adopt Cumulative Matching Charac-
teristic (CMC) curve and mean Average Precision (mAP) for
fair comparison with existing methods. CMC is an estimation
of finding the correct match in the top K returned results. mAP
is a comprehensive index which considers both the precision
and recall of the results.

C. Ablation Studies

The first and foremost, we conduct comparison experi-
ments to validate the effectiveness of MGR loss. Then we
verify the benefit of hard part-level attention and soft pixel-
level attention, which make up two-level attention structure.
Detailed results of ablation studies are illustrated in Table I.
Besides, we plot CMC curve in Fig. 4 to show detailed match
rate results from top 1 to top 10 on the medium and large
test sets of VehicleID and Vehicle-1M. Among them, “Win”
and “Head” separately stand for the salient part branch of
localizing windscreen part or car-head part. “Att” means the
residual attention modules. “2*STN” means models with two
salient part branches to localize both windscreen part and car-
head part.

1) Effectiveness of Multi-Grain Ranking Loss: To validate
the effectiveness and superiority of the MGR loss, we com-
pare it with two baselines, i.e., our preliminary C2F-Ranking
loss [18] and cross entropy loss based on ResNet18 [29].
As shown in Table I, although models with C2F-Rank loss
already reaches a much higher accuracy compared to cross
entropy loss, MGR loss brings further improvement to it.
Compared to C2F-Rank, the improvement of MGR on three
test sets of Vehicle-1M in Rank-1 accuracy is 7.19%, 10.76%,
12.43%, respectively; the improvement in mAP is 5.18%,
10.92%, 14.58%, respectively. On VehicleID, the improvement
in Rank-1 is 3.12%, 4.98% and 6.41%, in mAP is 1.98%,
3.95%, and 5.51%. The consistent performance improvement
on both datasets confirms the superiority of MGR loss over
C2F-Rank loss. Thus the correctness of changing vehicle

Fig. 6. Visualization of salient part attention. Windscreen part is framed in
red and car-head part in green.

model classification loss term to vehicle ID classification loss
term for structured feature embedding learning is demon-
strated.

2) Effectiveness of Hard Part-Level Attention: The next
contribution needing to be investigated is the effectiveness
of hard part-level attention realized by Spatial Transformer
Network. As our goal is automatically localizing the wind-
screen and car-head parts, we first give the visualization of the
localized parts in Fig. 6 to show intuitive performance. As we
can see, the learned parts precisely localize on these two salient
parts as we expect. Apart from vehicle model information,
these regions contains almost all the subtle but discriminative
traces, including personalized decorations, inspection marks
and damage traces, which play a major role in vehicle re-ID.

Besides, a small part of images in these two datasets are
taken from the back. However, the back view pictures have
the similar components as frontal view pictures including
windscreen part and car-head part (or car-rear part). We also
conduct additional visualization experiment on back view
images in Fig. 7. Experiments results show that our model
can accurately locate on the salient parts even on back view
images. Therefore, our model is applicable for vehicle re-ID
task from both head and rear.

Then we conduct ablation experiments to evaluate the
benefit of hard part-level attention quantitatively by adding
or removing one or two salient part branches on the base
model, i.e., ResNet18 with MGR loss. As shown in Table I,
windscreen part localization brings an improvement of 1.40%,
2.09%, 3.05% in mAP accuracy on three test sets of
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Fig. 7. Visualization of salient part attention from back view. Windscreen
part is framed in red and car-rear part in green.

Vehicle-1M, respectively. Car-head part localization brings an
improvement of 7.66%, 8.09%, 8.22% in Rank-1 accuracy
on that of VehicleID, respectively. Thus the effectiveness and
necessity of each salient part localization is validated. Finally,
we add both windscreen and car-head parts localization to the
final model to get the best performance and evaluate it on both
Vehicle-1M and VehicleID datasets. On Vehicle-1M, the final
mAP score on three test sets is 96.57%, 95.08%, 93.27%,
respectively and the Rank-1 accuracy is 95.33%, 93.48%,
91.38%, respectively; on VehicleID, the final mAP score on
three test sets is 65.17%, 62.31%, 58.54%, respectively and
the Rank-1 accuracy is 63.26%, 61.10%, 57.59%, respectively.
In fact, the improvement in large and arduous test set is
larger than that in small and easy ones, which demonstrate the
robustness and scalability brought by hard part-level attention.
We do not construct three salient part branches because there
is no physical meaning.

Learned parts vs. rigid parts. Since there are a mul-
titude of person re-ID methods based on rigid pedestrian
parts [4], [8], [30], which have achieved remarkable perfor-
mance, we also conduct experiments to investigate the supe-
riority of our learned salient parts over rigid vehicle parts.
We use the pre-defined rigid vehicle parts instead of the
learned salient parts for part-based feature learning. Y-axis
between -0.8 to 0 and 0 to 0.6 of the vehicle image are
divided to pre-defined rigid car-head part and windscreen part
respectively. We define rigid vehicle part model as “Variant 1”
and experimental results are shown in Table I. Compared with
rigid vehicle parts, the learned vehicle parts increase mAP by
3.44%, 4.93%, 5.23% and Rank-1 by 2.55%, 4.86%, 5.21%
on three test sets of VehicleID. This validates the superiority
of learned vehicle parts, which can automatically localize
on discriminative part and reduce the interference of image
variations.

The benefit of prior knowledge constraints. As demon-
strated above, STN with three prior knowledge constraints
can accurately localize the expected part and bring a consid-
erable improvement on performance. To further evaluate the
effectiveness and necessity of prior knowledge constraints in
the part localization network, we conduct additional exper-
iments by removing these constraints in the training stage,
which is defined as “Variant 2”. From Table I, we can see
“Variant 2” decrease the mAP accuracy by 4.32%, 5.56%,
4.95% and Rank-1 accuracy by 3.96%, 5.37%, 5.12%. For
better understanding how each prior knowledge constraint
works, we conduct another three visualization experiments by
removing each prior knowledge constraint respectively, which
is shown in Fig. 8. As we can see, no matter which constraint
we remove, we cannot get a satisfactory localization.

Fig. 8. Visualization of removing different prior knowledge constraint each
time, which demonstrates the necessity of each constraint in part localization
learning. (a) No center constraint. (b) No ratio constraint. (c) No area
constraint.

3) Effectiveness of Soft Pixel-level Attention: Soft pixel-
level attention can enhance discriminative pixels as well
as suppress noisy ones. And we adopt two residual atten-
tion modules in each of our three branches to realize it.
To verify the benefit of residual attention modules, we first
conduct two pairs of comparison experiments. From Table I
we can see, compared to MGR, “MGR+Att” brings an
improvement of 1.55%, 2.27%, 2.14% in mAP on three test
sets of VehicleID and 0.33%, 0.25%, 0.28% on Vehicle-
1M respectively. Additionally, compared to “MGR+2*STN”,
“MGR+2*STN+Att” brings a benefit of 2.76%, 1.80%,
2.10% in Rank-1 accuracy on VehicleID and 0.62%, 0.79%,
1.53% on Vehicle-1M respectively. Although we do not use
bottom-up top-down feedforward structure in soft mask branch
as [17] due to limited computation resources, we get consid-
erable improvement, approximately 0.4% on Vehicle-1M and
2% on VehicleID in both evaluation protocols. Besides, we can
see that the improvement in VehicleID is larger than that in
Vehicle-1M. We owe this to the difficulty and irregularity
of VehicleID. In other words, there are more noise in the
images of VehicleID and it is more difficult to find the hidden
discriminative details in the images. Thus pixel-level attention
plays a more important role and brings a more obvious benefit
on VehicleID.

Furthermore, we conduct qualitative visualization experi-
ments on three branches of TAMR to find out how the two-
level attention structure works. Feature maps before and after
the first residual attention module are chosen to be visualized
because that of the second one are too abstract as layer
goes deep (In fact, the second attention module focuses on
a certain position feature according to [17]). For each pair of
feature maps before attention and after attention, we select
the most active channel in feature map after attention and the
corresponding channel before attention to visualize. As Fig. 9
illustrates, trunk branch pays more attention on the global
vehicle shape information which are more useful for vehicle
model classification. While in latent part branches, some subtle
clues that can identify a vehicle, such as inspection masks,
personalized decorations and use traces, are highly enhanced.
The visualization strongly proves the effectiveness of our
coarse-to-fine two-level attention structure.

D. Comparison With State-of-the-art Methods

We compare our method with a variety of state-of-the-
art. LOMO [30] is a hand-crafted local feature aiming to
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Fig. 9. Visualization of the effectiveness of two-level attention structure. From left to right: input image, global vehicle body feature map before and after
attention, salient part feature maps before and after attention. As we can see, global vehicle body branch mainly focuses on vehicle model information and
only by salient part branches can our model find out the local identity details, such as inspection marks on windscreen and use traces on car-head. The residual
attention module further enhances these discriminative local details considerably.

TABLE II

COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON VEHICLEID

TABLE III

COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON VEHICLE-1M

address the problem against viewpoint and illumination vari-
ations. DGD [34] can learn generic and robust deep fea-
tures with data from multiple domains. LOMO and DGD
are first proposed for person re-ID. We use their accuracy
on VehicleID reported by [22] which re-training them on
vehicle databases. [35] directly extracts deep features from the
GoogleNet pre-trained on CompCars [35], thus we denote it
as GoogLeNet. DRDL [12] utilizes a two-branch CNN and a
coupled clusters loss to learn deep features for vehicle re-ID.
FACT [11] discriminates vehicles in joint domains by adopting
SIFT, Color Name and GoogLeNet features. XVGAN [21]
first adopts GAN to generate cross-view images from the
input view of a vehicle to improve performance. VAMI [22]
further proposes viewpoint-aware attention base on XVGAN.
C2F-Rank [18] is our preliminary version and is based on
GoogLeNet.

Comparisons on VehicleID and Vehicle-1M are detailed in
TABLE II and TABLE III respectively. Among all the vision-

based methods, our TAMR method achieves the best perfor-
mance and surpasses others by a obvious margin. We report
mAP of 67.64%, 63.69%, 60.97% and Rank-1 of 66.02%,
62.90%, 59.69% on three test sets of VehicleID and mAP
of 97.31%, 95.54%, 94.24% and Rank-1 of 95.95%, 94.27%,
92.91% on three test sets of Vehicle-1M, setting new state-of-
the-art on the two datasets. All the results are achieved under
the single-query mode without re-ranking.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a Two-level Attention network
with Multi-grain Ranking loss (TAMR) for vehicle re-ID. Two-
level attention structure aims to formulate a jointly learning
method for the two typical attention strategy learning scheme
in one single learning model, which contains soft pixel-
level attention and hard part-level attention. They can form
a complementary relationship and address the weakness for
each other. Multi-Grain Ranking loss (MGR) contains four
loss terms which distribute in different grains and well address
the problem of intra-class difference and inter-class similarity.
Extensive component analysis and comparison experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our method.
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